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loss for 1 Vpp, a 4.5 dB improvement over the lateral diode d
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the lateral diode design. Open eye diagrams 
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Figure 1(a). Conventional back-end-
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Figure 1(a) shows the two diode designs that were investigated on ring modulators 
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 for both p and n dopants. 
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periodically interleaved perpendicularly to the ring. The widt
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resistance of ~20 Ohm for both. Transmission spectra for different bias conditions of the lateral and 

designs are shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c)

and interdigitated designs respectively. Consequently, the calculated 3

12.5 GHz for the lateral design, limited by the cavity photon lifetime, and 6

by the RC time constant when driven from a 50 Ohm transmission line
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Silicon ring modulators with interdigitated diodes demonstrate 7.5 dB extinction ratios 

dB improvement over the lateral diode design, and can operate up to 10 Gb/s

modulators are attracting increasing interest for low energy, small footprint 

electronics. Key requirements for such devices are high extinction ratio, low insertion 

loss, high modulation efficiency, multi-Gb/s speed and low energy per bit. Recently, 10

has been reported in carrier-depletion ring modulators using a 1 V peak-to-

2]. However, the obtained extinction ratios were limited to 5dB for insertion losses lower than 3dB.

designed with the depletion area parallel to the waveguide

perpendicular to the waveguide (interdigitated diode design

increase the modulation efficiency and extinction ratio, however so far they required high 

 In this work we compare the performance of two 

differing only in the diode design. We find that the interdigitated design results in higher modulation efficiency, 

dB extinction ratio for 3 dB insertion loss using 1 Vpp, as opposed to only 3

ye diagrams were obtained at 10 Gb/s for both modulator 

modulators were fabricated on 200 mm Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) wafers with 220 nm 

µm thick buried oxide. Rings of 40 µm radius were defined by 193

nm lithography was subsequently used to define the p- and n-doping patterns as shown in 

-of line W contacts and Cu metal interconnects were used for wiring

interdigitated diode design. b) Transmitted power versus wavelength of silicon ring modulators 

diode design, for different applied bias.   

Figure 1(a) shows the two diode designs that were investigated on ring modulators w

nm gap between the ring and the bus waveguide, and nominal 

both p and n dopants. The first was the typical lateral diode design, where the p

are parallel to the ring waveguide, and the second was the interdigitated pattern, where the p

periodically interleaved perpendicularly to the ring. The width of the fingers in this case was 300

doping, while the interaction length was d1 = 1.8 µm for each finger. This resulted in a low

the longitudinal design as opposed to 97 fF for the lateral 

Transmission spectra for different bias conditions of the lateral and 

1(b) and 1(c). The experimental quality factors Q were 15400 and 18700 for the

designs respectively. Consequently, the calculated 3 dB cut-off frequency for the

for the lateral design, limited by the cavity photon lifetime, and 6 GHz for the longitudinal design

when driven from a 50 Ohm transmission line.  

extinction ratio at1 Vpp and the corresponding insertion loss 

 design. While both modulators are capable of high extinction ratios
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design) have been proposed to 

required high voltage swings Vpp, 

compare the performance of two identical ring modulators, 

results in higher modulation efficiency, 

, as opposed to only 3 dB extinction ratio with 
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Insulator (SOI) wafers with 220 nm thick 
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doping patterns as shown in 

used for wiring. 

 
ransmitted power versus wavelength of silicon ring modulators 

with identical dimensions of 

and nominal doping densities of 

first was the typical lateral diode design, where the p- and n- doped areas 

pattern, where the p- and n-doped areas are 

h of the fingers in this case was 300 nm for both p- and 

µm for each finger. This resulted in a low-frequency capacitance 

he lateral design, and a series 

Transmission spectra for different bias conditions of the lateral and interdigitated 

were 15400 and 18700 for the lateral 

frequency for these devices was 

GHz for the longitudinal design limited 

insertion loss versus wavelength for 

extinction ratios at resonance, 



the interdigitated diode design results in smaller losses for higher extinction ratios. In particular, 

extinction ratios of 18.5 dB and 29

insertion losses of 7.9 dB and 4.8 dB

ratios for the lateral and interdigitated patterns were

wavelength shift of the two designs with applied bias. 

design, this was increased to 30 pm/V for the interdigitated

Eye diagrams from both devices 

sequence (PRBS) of 2
15

-1 are shown in Figure 

energy consumption of about 31 fJ/bit and 

are open with dynamic extinction

interdigitated modulator is suffering 

improved by reducing the interaction l

waveguide area, a reduction in capacitance

substantial penalty on the extinction ratio and insertion loss. In a

the power consumption in future devices.

Figure 2: Extinction ratio and insertion loss versus wavelength

extinction ratios corresponding to 3 dB insertion loss are indicated by the shadowed areas in each plot. 

resonance wavelength shift with applied voltage for 

Figure 3: 10 Gb/s optical eye diagrams 

In conclusion, a comparison of silicon ring modulators differing only in the diode design was made. Extinction 

ratios of 3 dB and 7.5 dB for an insertion loss of 3

the interdigitated diode design respectively. Both devices generated

modulation speed is close to the RC limit for 
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dB respectively. More specifically, for an insertion loss 

for the lateral and interdigitated patterns were 3 dB and 7.5 dB respectively. Figure 

he two designs with applied bias. While the modulation efficiency was 2
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from both devices generated at 10 Gb/s using 1.2 Vpp at -1 V DC bias 

are shown in Figure 3. Considering the capacitance of each device, this corresponds to an 

J/bit and 117 fJ/bit for the lateral and interdigitated device

extinction ratios in excess of 10 dB. However, the horizontal eye opening of the 

interdigitated modulator is suffering from the RC frequency limitation of this device. Th

by reducing the interaction length of the diode fingers (d1). If the interaction length is limited to the 

waveguide area, a reduction in capacitance and power consumption by a factor of up to 

substantial penalty on the extinction ratio and insertion loss. In addition, shrinking the ring radius will help to lower 

the power consumption in future devices.  
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dB insertion loss are indicated by the shadowed areas in each plot. 
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comparison of silicon ring modulators differing only in the diode design was made. Extinction 

dB for an insertion loss of 3 dB and driving voltage 1 Vpp were obtained 
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